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About This Game

Wishlist our new game!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1001520/Space_Rift/

Description

A simple and colorful ball-rolling platformer with elements of puzzle game. Complete all five unique worlds and beat time
records on all 68 levels.

Features:

68 levels spread over 5 themed worlds.

Stars to collect and time records to set.

Ball skins to choose from.

Partial gamepad support.
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Original soundtrack.
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Title: iso-Sphere
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Mighty Fox Studio
Publisher:
Mighty Fox Studio
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 or 10

Processor: 2.3 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible video card with at least 256MB of VRAM.

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 60 MB available space
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please add bots

no guys online :(. Not a bad game. I picked it up for 5.99. I wish the levels felt a little more diverse and some more variables to
spice things up ,buuuuuut its fine. I probably would not have bought this if it did not have Chipzel in it. Not as addictive as
SuperHexagon.. Great addition for female character.
And the 2 unlockables weapons are nice !

Everthing is already cleary told in the review of \u2741White Demon\u2741

But one thing, you will probably get harassed really fast by the voice of Sayo during fight. So I strongly recommend to unlock
Akemy face or Madara character.

And playing Dona Dona or Sayo doesn't add any special interaction in the game

Not the best DLC to get, but if you love this game, just get it ;). Elphaba makes excellent and enjoyable scenarios and I'm glad
to see that I can pay the author back for at least some of his great work. I encourage you to see his other accomplishments in the
Workshop.
. this is trash
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Very cute graphics, an efficient leveling up system, a good but not overly complicated story and a lot of effort make this a very
recommended game.

Do yourself a favor and try this game out if you are an RPG fan.. This game is a hidden jewel, it's really worth the buy.

Not the best rougelike out there, but it was a strong influence for FTL, so you get to see the origin of some mechanics that got
really popular after FTL. Not only that, it's concurrent turn based space combat is really good. Otherwise, casual, cartoony,
humorous, low poly graphics, not to deep.

Get it if you are a fan of either rouge like or TBS, and want to play everything in the genre, but there are other game you might
want to get before this one.

I appreciate this running natively on Linux, my OS of choice.. This DLC here is might be one of the most controversial
pieces of DLC released by DTG, plagued by corporate greed and their reuse of old dated content.

The track is about a 90km long track that covers a very nice route between Cologne and Koblenz, the route it's self is
plagued by tracking signal and pre-signalling faliures even in quick drive, areas where breaking is not possible
properly are not properly shown by signals ahead, for example when using an ICE-T it is not possible to slow down in
time for the PZB90 system in order to comply with the 90Km\/h speed limitation.

The trains released with this game is a massive disgrace, not just we get the 9th iteration of the BR101, but we get a
completely disfunctional re-used content what the old and outdated Metronom pack contains, which is of course more
useful (probably thought I don't like it that much).

 Important to note that, DTG willingly released a content with 2 trains, the 146.0 and 146.2 with content re-used and
recycled from other older trains released, like the Metronom and the TRAXX series 145. You are basically if you own
any of these contents you are buying the same content (wich is obviously bugged) for the same damn double price, wich
is a massive shame.

The developers willingly cut corners and released these trains with the same stupid interiors and sounds as what those
older broken trains had contained, implying newcomers will not notice it and will not complain, but hah! I noticed it
DTG, very very sneaky!

Since the content is re-used, the whole point of the game gets dull because the interiors look like crap and they didn't
even try to put enough time into creating quality content they thrive to create.

Such a shame from this developer. So much lack of potential, like Mainz and D\u00fcsseldorf, but yeah they messed
this one up hard.

The track is great but due to the extra redundant content, I can not reccommend it.
I rate this track and content pack about 4 out of 10. [DO NOT BUY UNLESS 60% DISCOUNTED!]
If I would have to rate the trains, they would get 0 out of 10.
And if I would have to rate the track separately, I would give it 9 out of 10.

If you dislike my review, then you are just as pathetic.. The only match three game I've ever played is Bejeweled. Then
I saw Spooky Bonus and I knew I had to get it, since I am a fan of Spooky\/Halloween themed games.

It shows inspiration from Bejeweled, but it does not out-right copy it, like other Match three games I've seen being sold
on Steam and elsewhere.

Spooky Bonus brings in different mechanics and puzzle pieces that keep the gameplay fresh and interesting, it
increases the challenge as your progress. It also brings to you a fantastic art-style and a great soundtrack. You even
have a button to change your current desktop wallpaper to the background art of each region of Old Town.

The puzzle boards drop for you, many gold coins and bags of coins that you can pick up and use the coins to purchase
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things for the house that you own in Old town. The things you can purchase are decoration and will reward you special
abilities or bonuses to existing ones. There is also pieces such as silver bullets, crosses, pumpkin bombs, flashlights, and
many more that you can use to help you solve each puzzle. It gives you abilities that once used go on a cool-down, and
you must earn points to refresh them.

I have nothing negative to say about this game. It's runs perfect, I have encountered zero bugs or glitches, controls and
clicking with the mouse are perfect as well.

I did see that there doesn't appear to be any other game modes besides relax or timed, but there is a possibilty that they
can be added in the future. This doesn't stop it being a great game for me. Especially, with the amount of levels they
give. Well over 50.

Currently you can choose between a nice relax mode, or a more harrowing timed mode, that makes the more
challenging puzzles interesting.

It's a perfect game for quick play sessions, or spending a few hours playing it. I highly recommend this!. Absolute
garbage. Not worth $0.01 of value. Dates technology used in the 1990's. Can't change resolution. No controller support.
Has many issues working on multiple monitors. Didn't get a chance to play it for a while, and got no refund. Dont
waste even ten cents on this game. My 4 year old was even saying this game sucks.
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